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Abstract
Let g be an affine Kac–Moody Lie algebra, and let Uq(g) be its quantized universal enveloping algebra.
Let the Borel subalgebra Uq(g)0 of Uq(g) be the nonnegative part of Uq(g) with respect to the standard
triangular decomposition. Suppose ε ∈ {−1,1}n, where n is the number of simple roots of g. We construct
a bijection between finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-modules of type ε and finite-dimensional irre-
ducible Uq(g)-modules of type ε. In particular:
(i) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-module of type ε. Then the action of Uq(g)0 on V
extends uniquely to an action of Uq(g) on V . The resulting Uq(g)-module structure on V is irreducible
and of type ε.
(ii) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module of type ε. When the Uq(g)-action is restricted
to Uq(g)0, the resulting Uq(g)0-module structure on V is irreducible and of type ε.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac–Moody Lie algebra. Let Uq(g) be the quantized universal
enveloping algebra, or quantum group, associated with g. This algebra was described indepen-
dently by Drinfeld and Jimbo around 1985, and has important connections with diverse areas of
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232 J. Bowman / Journal of Algebra 316 (2007) 231–253mathematics and physics. Our main object of study is Uq(g) where g is of affine type. In this
case, Uq(g) has a representation by vertex operators, which are generating functions that appear
in the dual resonance models of particle physics [6]. Highest weight modules for Uq(g) can be
associated with solutions of the quantum Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations and play an im-
portant role in conformal field theory [5]. The characters of certain Uq(g)-modules are closely
related to symmetric functions, in particular to Kostka–Foulkes polynomials [2,12]. In this pa-
per, we focus on finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-modules. These modules were classified
by Chari and Pressley in terms of Drinfeld polynomials [4]. Following [1], we define the Borel
subalgebra Uq(g)0 of Uq(g) to be the nonnegative part of Uq(g) with respect to the standard
triangular decomposition. Our goal is to relate finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-modules to
finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-modules. In the case g = ŝl2, Benkart and Terwilliger
completely described this relationship [1]. In particular, suppose ε ∈ {−1,1}2. Then the follow-
ing hold:
(i) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(ŝl2)0-module of type ε. Then the action
of Uq(ŝl2)0 extends uniquely to an action of Uq(ŝl2) on V . The resulting Uq(ŝl2)-module
structure on V is irreducible and of type ε.
(ii) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(ŝl2)-module of type ε. When the Uq(ŝl2)-action
is restricted to Uq(ŝl2)0, the resulting Uq(ŝl2)0-module structure on V is irreducible and
of type ε.
Our main result, contained in Theorem 2.3, extends the result of [1] to an arbitrary quantum affine
algebra Uq(g). We remark that this result does not hold if we remove the assumption that g is of
affine type. For example, if g is a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, every finite-dimensional
irreducible Uq(g)0-module is one-dimensional, but the finite-dimensional irreducible modules
for Uq(g) are not all one-dimensional [9, pp. 87–104].
The key ingredient in our proof is the equitable presentation of Uq(g) introduced by Ter-
williger [14]. This presentation has the attractive feature that all of its generators act semisimply
on finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-modules.
2. The quantum affine algebra Uq(g)
Throughout the paper, let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and let F×
denote the set of nonzero elements of F. Fix q ∈ F× such that q is not a root of unity. Let Z
denote the ring of integers, and set 12Z = {n/2 | n ∈ Z}.
Definition 2.1. Let n denote a positive integer and let A denote a symmetrizable generalized
Cartan matrix of order n and affine type [11, p. 1]. Since A is symmetrizable there exist relatively
prime positive integers s1, . . . , sn such that siAij = sjAji for 1  i, j  n. Since A is of affine
type, by [11, Theorem 4.3] there exists a column vector u = (u1, . . . , un)T such that Au = 0,
where u1, . . . , un are nonnegative integers, not all zero.
For 1 i  n we do the following. Define qi = qsi . Also, for an integer m define
[m]i = q
m
i − q−mi
q − q−1i i
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[m]!i = [m]i[m − 1]i · · · [2]i[1]i .
We interpret [0]!i = 1. For integers m r  0 define[
m
r
]
i
= [m]
!
i
[r]!i[m − r]!i
.
Let g = g′(A) denote the Kac–Moody algebra over C that corresponds to A [11, p. xi]. We refer
to n as the rank of g.
Definition 2.2. (See [3, p. 280].) With reference to Definition 1.1, Uq(g) is the unital associative
F-algebra with generators Ei , Fi , K±1i (1 i  n) which satisfy the following relations:
(R1) KiK−1i = K−1i Ki = 1,
(R2) KiKj = KjKi,
(R3) KiEjK−1i = q
Aij
i Ej ,
(R4) KiFjK−1i = q
−Aij
i Fj ,
(R5) EiFj − FjEi = δij Ki − K
−1
i
qi − q−1i
,
(R6)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
E
1−Aij−r
i EjE
r
i = 0, if i = j,
(R7)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
F
1−Aij−r
i FjF
r
i = 0, if i = j.
The expression δij in (R5) is the Kronecker delta.
We denote by Uq(g)0 the subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by the elements Ei,K±1i (1 
i  n). We call Uq(g)0 the Borel subalgebra of Uq(g) because of its similarity to the standard
Borel subalgebra of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra
over the complex numbers. We want to describe the relationship between finite-dimensional
irreducible modules for Uq(g) and finite-dimensional irreducible modules for Uq(g)0. In order
to state our results precisely, it is necessary to make a few comments.
Let V denote a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module. Then for 1  i  n the action
of Ki on V is semisimple [9, Proposition 5.1]. Furthermore (by [9, Theorem 2.6]), there exist
scalars εi ∈ {1,−1} such that each eigenvalue of Ki on V is of the form εiqmi (m ∈ Z). We call
the sequence ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) the type of V .
Let V denote a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-module. For 1 i  n let Δi be the set
of distinct eigenvalues of Ki on V . Choose ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) ∈ {1,−1}n. For 1 i  n suppose
Δi ⊆ {εiqm | m ∈ Z} and θ−1 ∈ Δi for all θ ∈ Δi . Then we say V has type ε.i
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Theorem 2.3. Let g be a Kac–Moody algebra with rank n, and choose ε ∈ {1,−1}n.
(i) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-module of type ε. Then the action of
Uq(g)
0 on V extends uniquely to an action of Uq(g) on V . The resulting Uq(g)-module
structure on V is irreducible and of type ε.
(ii) Suppose g is of affine type. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module of type ε.
When the Uq(g)-action is restricted to Uq(g)0, the resulting Uq(g)0-module structure
on V is irreducible and of type ε.
Thus there is a bijection between finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-modules of type ε
and finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-modules of type ε.
3. The algebra U0
To prove Theorem 2.3(i) we introduce the following algebra, which resembles Uq(g)0 but
is defined by generators and relations.
Definition 3.1. The algebra U0 is the unital associative F-algebra with generators ei , k±1i (1
i  n) which satisfy the following relations:
(r1) kik−1i = k−1i ki = 1,
(r2) kikj = kj ki ,
(r3) kiej k−1i = q
Aij
i ej ,
(r4)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
e
1−Aij−r
i ej e
r
i = 0, if i = j.
We let U0 be the subalgebra of U0 generated by ki (1 i  n). We let U>0 be the subalgebra
of U0 generated by ei (1 i  n). Note that by (r3) we have U0 = U0U>0 = U>0U0.
Our next goal is to define the type of finite-dimensional irreducible U0-modules and finite-
dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-modules.
Definition 3.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module. We say v ∈ V is a weight
vector if v is a common eigenvector for k1, . . . , kn.
Lemma 3.3. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module. Then V has a basis consist-
ing of weight vectors.
Proof. The linear operators k1, . . . , kn are mutually commuting on V . Therefore there exists
v ∈ V such that v is a common eigenvector for k1, . . . , kn. Using (r3) we find that the vectors ej v
(1  j  n) are weight vectors. Since U0 is generated by ki, ei (1  i  n), we observe that
U0v is a nonzero U0-submodule of V with a basis consisting of weight vectors. Since V is
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vectors as desired. 
Lemma 3.4. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module. For 1  i  n the action
of ki on V is semisimple. Moreover, the eigenvalues of ki on V are contained in the set {biqki |
k ∈ Z} for some bi ∈ F×.
Proof. Since V has a basis consisting of weight vectors, the action of ki is semisimple on V
for 1  i  n. Choose a weight vector v ∈ V . Then for 1  i  n, we have kiv = biv where
bi ∈ F. Note that bi = 0 since ki is invertible on V . We found in the proof of Lemma 3.3 that
V = U0v. It follows from this fact and (r3) that the eigenvalues of ki on V are contained in the
set {biqki | k ∈ Z}. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module. For each i (1  i  n), choose
bi ∈ F× so that the eigenvalues of ki on V are contained in the set {biqki | k ∈ Z}. We observe
that since V is finite-dimensional, there exist integers m and M with m < M such that the set of
distinct eigenvalues of ki on V is contained in{
biq
m
i , biq
m+1
i , . . . , biq
M−1
i , biq
M
i
}
.
Choose m and M so that M − m is minimal, then set
di = (M − m)/2, ai = biq(M+m)/2i .
Observe that the eigenvalues of ki are contained in the set{
aiq
−di
i , aiq
−di+1
i , . . . , aiq
di−1
i , aiq
di
i
}
,
where di and ai are uniquely determined by the action of ki on V for 1 i  n.
Definition 3.5. The sequence a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ (F×)n is the type of V . The sequence d =
(d1, . . . , dn) ∈ ( 12Z)n is the shape of V .
Remark 3.6. We show in Theorem 8.6 that for any finite-dimensional irreducible U0-
module V , the shape d is in Zn.
Remark 3.7. For b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ (F×)n there is an automorphism σb of U0 which sends
K±1i → b±1i K±1i , Ei → Ei
for 1  i  n. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module of type a and choose
ε ∈ {−1,1}n. Then V can be obtained from a U0-module of type ε by twisting with the auto-
morphism σεa−1 , where εa−1 = (ε1a−11 , . . . , εna−1n ).
Definition 3.8. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)0-module. Then there exists a
U0-module structure on V such that ei acts as Ei and k±1i acts as K
±1
i for 1 i  n. The type
of V as a Uq(g)0-module is the type of V as U0-module. The shape of V as a Uq(g)0-
module is the shape of V as a U0-module.
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For the proof of Theorem 2.3(i), we will need the equitable presentation of Uq(g) introduced
by Terwilliger in [14].
Proposition 4.1. (See [14, Theorem 5.1].) The quantum affine algebra Uq(g) from Definition 2.2
is isomorphic to the unital associative F-algebra with generators K±1i , Yi,Zi (1 i  n) which
satisfy the following relations:
(E1) KiK−1i = K−1i Ki = 1,
(E2) KiKj = KjKi ,
(E3) YiKj − q−Aiji KjYi = KiKj
(
1 − q−Aiji
)
,
(E4) ZiKj − qAiji KjZi = KiKj
(
1 − qAiji
)
,
(E5) ZiYi − q2i YiZi = 1 − q2i ,
(E6) ZiYj − qAiji YjZi = KiKj
(
1 − qAiji
)
, if i = j ,
(E7)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
Y
1−Aij−r
i YjY
r
i = K1−Aiji Kj
−Aij∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
, if i = j ,
(E8)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
Z
1−Aij−r
i ZjZ
r
i = K1−Aiji Kj
−Aij∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
, if i = j .
The isomorphism with the presentation in Definition 2.2 is
K±1i → K±1i ,
Yi → Ki + Ei
(
qi − q−1i
)
,
Zi → Ki − KiFiqi
(
qi − q−1i
)
.
The inverse of this isomorphism is
Ei → (Yi − Ki)
(
qi − q−1i
)−1
,
Fi → (1 − K−1i Zi)q−1i
(
qi − q−1i
)−1
,
K±1i → K±1i .
Remark 4.2. The relations in Proposition 4.1 differ slightly from [14, Theorem 5.1]. To get our
relations from the relations in [14, Theorem 5.1], simply apply the Chevalley involution of Uq(g)
which sends K±1i → K∓1i , Ei → Fi , and Fi → Ei .
For the rest of the paper we identify the two copies of Uq(g) given in Definition 2.2 and
Proposition 4.1 via the isomorphism in Proposition 4.1. We now give the equitable presentation
of U0.
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the unital associative F-algebra with generators k±1i , yi (1 i  n) which satisfy the following
relations:
(e1) kik−1i = k−1i ki = 1,
(e2) kikj = kj ki ,
(e3) yikj − q−Aiji kj yi = kikj
(
1 − q−Aiji
)
,
(e4)
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
y
1−Aij−r
i yj y
r
i = k1−Aiji kj
−Aij∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
, if i = j .
The isomorphism with the presentation for U0 given in Definition 3.1 is
k±1i → k±1i ,
yi → ki + ei
(
qi − q−1i
)
.
The inverse of this isomorphism is
ei → (yi − ki)
(
qi − q−1i
)−1
,
k±1i → k±1i .
For the rest of the paper we identify the two copies of U0 given in Definition 3.1 and Propo-
sition 4.3 via the isomorphism in Proposition 4.3. We will make use of the following additional
relation in U0.
Lemma 4.4. (See [14, line (19)].) The following relation holds in U0 for all 1 i, j  n with
i = j :
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
y
1−Aij−r
i ej y
r
i = 0. (4.1)
Proof. This is proved for Uq(g) in [14, pp. 309–311]. The proof carries over to U0 in a straight-
forward fashion. 
5. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3
To prove Theorem 2.3(i), let g be any Kac–Moody algebra. Let V be a finite-dimensional
irreducible Uq(g)0-module of type ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) ∈ {−1,1}n and shape d = (d1, . . . , dn) ∈
( 12Z)
n
. Then there exists a U0-module structure on V such that k±1i acts as K
±1
i and yi acts Yi
for 1 i  n, and this structure is irreducible. By the definitions of type and shape in Lemma 3.4
and Definition 3.5, the eigenvalues of ki on V are contained in the set
εiq
−di , εiq−di+1, . . . , εiqdi−1, εiqdi .i i i i
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V =
2di⊕
s=0
Ui(s), where Ui(s) =
{
v ∈ V ∣∣ kiv = εiqs−dii v}
for 1 i  n. Also we have
V =
2di⊕
s=0
Vi(s), where Vi(s) =
{
v ∈ V ∣∣ yiv = εiqs−dii v}.
For 1 i  n define
Wi(s) =
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s − 2t)
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − s − 2t)
)
.
We show
V =
2di⊕
s=0
Wi(s)
for 1  i  n using the fact that V is an irreducible U0-module. This argument invokes the
q-Serre relation (r4) to describe the action of ej on Wi(s) for i = j . Next define linear transfor-
mations Zi (1 i  n) on V such that
Wi(s) =
{
v ∈ V ∣∣Ziv = εiqs−dii v}.
We show the decompositions {Ui(s)}2dis=0, {Vi(s)}2dis=0, and {Wi(s)}2dis=0 are related as follows for
1 i  n:
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s + 2t) =
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(s + 2t),
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s − 2t) =
∞⊕
t=0
Wi(s − 2t),
∞⊕
t=0
Wi(s + 2t) =
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − s − 2t).
It remains to check that the linear transformations Zi satisfy (E4)–(E6), (E8). We do this in
Section 9. Then K±1i , Yi,Zi (1  i  n) give an irreducible Uq(g)-module structure on V that
restricts to the Uq(g)0-module structure, completing the proof of Theorem 2.3(i).
To prove Theorem 2.3(ii) let g be affine, and let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-
module of type ε ∈ {−1,1}n. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g, and let h∗ be the dual of h. Fix
simple roots α1, . . . , αn ∈ h∗ and simple coroots α∨, . . . , α∨n . Define an action of U0 on V1
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i . We want to show that V is irreducible as a U0-
module. To do this we consider the weight space decomposition of V . Let S be an irreducible
U0-submodule of V . We want S = V . Clearly S has a basis consisting of weight vectors. Each
weight vector in S is part of an irreducible Uqi (sl2)-submodule of V . The crucial step is to show
that this Uqi (sl2)-submodule is contained in S. Here we invoke the affine property of g. Let v ∈ S
be a weight vector and define λ ∈ h∗ such that
Kiv = εiq〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i v
for 1  i  n. If 〈λ,α∨i 〉  0 then E
−〈λ,α∨i 〉
i v is a nonzero weight vector in S. This map corre-
sponds to a “reflection” in a Uqi (sl2)-submodule of V containing v. Since g is affine, there exist
nonnegative integers u1, . . . , un, not all zero, such that
A(u1, . . . , un)
T = 0,
where A is the generalized Cartan matrix of g. Define
K = u1α∨1 + · · · + unα∨n ∈ h.
K is the canonical central element of g [11, p. 80]. We find that 〈μ,K〉 = 0 for all weights μ of V
(otherwise V cannot be finite-dimensional). This leads to the following result (Lemma 10.8):
Let μ be a weight of S with μ = 0. Then there exist integers i and j with 1  i, j  n such
that 〈μ,α∨i 〉 < 0 and 〈μ,α∨j 〉 > 0.
The significance of this lemma is that one can start at v and apply a sequence of reflections
of the form E−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i to return to v. It follows that each Uqi (sl2)-submodule of V containing v
is also contained in S. Thus S is irreducible as a Uq(g)-module, and S = V . It follows that V is
irreducible as a Uq(g)0-module.
6. Eigenspace decompositions for ki (1 i n)
Throughout this section, we fix a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module V of type ε ∈
{−1,1} and shape d ∈ ( 12Z)n. By a decomposition of V we mean a sequence of subspaces of V
whose direct sum is V .
Lemma 6.1. For 1 i  n there exists a decomposition {Ui(s)}2dis=0 of V such that the following
hold:
(i) Ui(s) = {v ∈ V | kiv = εiqs−dii v} for 0 s  2di ,
(ii) Ui(0) = 0 and Ui(2di) = 0.
Moreover, ki is semisimple on V .
Proof. Note that ki acts semisimply on V by Lemma 3.4. By the definitions of type and shape
in Lemma 3.4 and Definition 3.5, the eigenvalues of ki on V are contained in the set
εiq
−di , εiq−di+1, . . . , εiqdi−1, εiqdi .i i i i
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this eigenvalue. Otherwise, let Ui(s) = 0. Then part (i) follows immediately. Since di was chosen
to be minimal, both q−dii and q
di
i are eigenvalues of ki . Thus the subspaces Ui(0) and Ui(2di)
are both nonzero, and we have (ii). 
Definition 6.2. For notational convenience, we define Ui(s) = 0 if s < 0 or s > 2di (1 i  n).
Lemma 6.3. For 1  i  n let the decomposition {Ui(s)}2dis=0 be as in Lemma 6.1. Then thefollowing hold for 1 j  n and 0 s  2di :
(i) kjUi(s) = Ui(s),
(ii) ejUi(s) ⊆ Ui(s + Aij ).
Proof. (i) By (r2), kjUi(s) ⊆ Ui(s). The result follows since kj is invertible on V . (ii) follows
from (r3). 
Lemma 6.4. For 1  i  n let the decomposition {Ui(s)}2dis=0 be as in Lemma 6.1. Then thefollowing holds for 0 s  2di :(
yi − εiqs−dii I
)
Ui(s) ⊆ Ui(s + 2). (6.1)
Proof. In (6.1) evaluate the left-hand side using yi = ki + (qi − q−1i )ei . The result follows from
Lemmas 6.1(i) and 6.3(ii). 
Lemma 6.5. Let S be a subspace of V that is invariant under U>0. Suppose there exist integers
i and s such that 0 = Ui(s) ⊆ S. Then S = V .
Proof. By hypothesis we have U>0Ui(s) ⊆ U>0S ⊆ S. Thus it suffices to show U>0Ui(s) = V .
By construction, U>0Ui(s) is nonzero and invariant under U>0. Using (r3) and Lemma 6.3(i)
we find U>0Ui(s) is invariant under U0. Thus U>0Ui(s) is invariant under U0, and we have
U>0Ui(s) = V since V is an irreducible U0-module. The result follows. 
7. Eigenspace decompositions for yi (1 i  n)
Throughout this section, we let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module of type
ε ∈ {−1,1} and shape d ∈ ( 12Z)n.
Lemma 7.1. For 1 i  n there exists a decomposition {Vi(s)}2dis=0 of V such that(
yi − εiqs−dii I
)
Vi(s) = 0 (0 s  2di). (7.1)
Moreover, yi is semisimple on V .
Proof. By (6.1) the product ∏2dis=0(yi − εiqs−dii I ) vanishes on V . Since the scalars εiqs−dii
are mutually distinct, we find that yi is semisimple on V with eigenvalues contained in the
set {εiqs−di | 0  s  2di}. We define Vi(s) := {v ∈ V | yiv = εiqs−di v}. Thus (7.1) holds byi i
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position of V as desired. 
Definition 7.2. For notational convenience, we define Vi(s) = 0 if s < 0 or s > 2di (1 i  n).
Lemma 7.3. For 1  i  n let the decomposition {Vi(s)}2dis=0 be as in Lemma 7.1. Then thefollowing hold for 0 s  2di :
(i) (k−1i − εiqdi−si I )Vi(s) ⊆ Vi(s + 2),
(ii) ejVi(s) ⊆⊕−Aijt=0 Vi(s + Aij + 2t), if i = j .
Proof. (i) By (e3) (with i = j ) we have(
yik
−1
i − q2i k−1i yi − I + q2i I
)
Vi(s) = 0.
Applying (7.1) we obtain
0 = (yik−1i − εiqs−di+2i k−1i − εiqdi−si yi + q2i I)Vi(s)
= (yi − εiqs−di+2i )(k−1i − εiqdi−si I)Vi(s).
The result follows.
(ii) Let S denote the left-hand side of (4.1) and note that S = 0. Applying S to Vi(s) and
using (7.1), we find that S agrees with
−Aij∏
t=0
(
yi − εiqs−di+Aij+2ti I
)
ej (7.2)
on Vi(s). Therefore (7.2) is zero on Vi(s). The result follows using (7.1). 
Lemma 7.4. For 1  i  n let the decompositions {Ui(s)}2dis=0 and {Vi(s)}2dis=0 be as in Lem-
mas 6.1 and 7.1, respectively. Then for 0 s  2di we have
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s + 2t) =
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(s + 2t).
Proof. We set X :=⊕∞t=0 Ui(s + 2t) and X′ :=⊕∞t=0 Vi(s + 2t). We show that X = X′. Let N
be an integer with N > di − s/2. Note that X =⊕Nt=0 Ui(s +2t) and X′ =⊕Nt=0 Vi(s +2t). Let
T :=∏Nt=0(yi − εiqs−di+2ti I ). Then X′ = {v ∈ V | T v = 0} by (7.1), and TX = 0 by (6.1). Thus
X ⊆ X′. Now let
S :=
s−1∏
r=0
(
yi − εiqr−dii I
) N∏
t=0
(
yi − εiqs−di+2t+1i I
)
.
Observe that SV = X′ by (7.1), and SV ⊆ X by (6.1), so X′ ⊆ X. Thus X′ = X, completing the
proof. 
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We fix a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module V of type ε ∈ {−1,1}n and shape
d ∈ ( 12Z)n. For 1  i  n we use the decomposition {Ui(s)}2dis=0 of V from Lemma 6.1 and
the decomposition {Vi(s)}2dis=0 of V from Lemma 7.1 to construct a third “split” decomposi-
tion {Wi(s)}2dis=0 of V . This construction is motivated by similar split decompositions in [1], [8],
and [13].
Definition 8.1. Let s be an integer. For 1 i  n we define
Wi(s) =
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s − 2t)
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − s − 2t)
)
.
Note that Wi(s) = 0 if s < 0 or s > 2di . We will show that {Wi(s)}2dis=0 is a decomposition
of V . Toward this end, the following definition will be useful.
Definition 8.2. Let l and m be integers. For 1 i  n we define
Wi(l,m) =
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(l − 2t)
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − 2t)
)
.
Lemma 8.3. Choose integers l and m with 0 l,m 2di . With reference to Definition 8.2, the
following hold for 1 i  n:
(i) (k−1i − εiqdi−li I )Wi(l,m) ⊆ Wi(l − 2,m − 2),
(ii) (yi − εiqdi−mi I )Wi(l,m) ⊆ Wi(l + 2,m + 2),
(iii) ejWi(l,m) ⊆ Wi(l + Aij ,m + Aij ), if i = j .
Proof. (i) By Lemma 6.1(i) we have
(
k−1i − εiqdi−li I
) ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(l − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(l − 2 − 2t).
By Lemma 7.3(i) we have
(
k−1i − εiqdi−li I
) ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m + 2 − 2t).
The result follows from the above inclusions and Definition 8.2.
(ii) By (6.1) we have
(
yi − εiqdi−mi I
) ∞⊕
Ui(l − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
Ui(l + 2 − 2t).t=0 t=0
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(
yi − εiqdi−mi I
) ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − 2 − 2t).
The result follows from the above inclusions and Definition 8.2.
(iii) By Lemma 6.3(ii) we have
ej
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(l − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
t=0
Ui(l + Aij − 2t).
By Lemma 7.3(ii) we have
ej
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − 2t) ⊆
∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − m − Aij − 2t).
The result follows from the above inclusions and Definition 8.2. 
Corollary 8.4. With reference to Definition 8.2 and Definition 3.1, the sum∑s∈ZWi(l+s,m+s)
is invariant under U>0.
Proof. Set S := ∑s∈ZWi(l + s,m + s). For 1  j  n with j = i we have ejS ⊆ S by
Lemma 8.3(iii). By Lemma 8.3(i) we have k−1i S ⊆ S, so kiS ⊆ S also. By Lemma 8.3(ii) we
have yiS ⊆ S. Using ei = (yi − ki)(qi − q−1i )−1 we have eiS ⊆ S. The result follows. 
Lemma 8.5. Let l and m be integers with l < m. Then for 1  i  n the space Wi(l,m) from
Definition 8.2 is zero.
Proof. We assume Wi(l,m) = 0 and derive a contradiction. Set S :=∑s∈ZWi(l + s,m+ s) and
note S = 0. We first show U0S = V . Clearly U0S is nonzero and invariant under U0. By (r3)
and Corollary 8.4, U0S is invariant under U>0. Thus U0S is a nonzero subspace invariant under
U0, and we have U0S = V since V is an irreducible U0-module. Now we show U0S = V for
a contradiction. To this end, we claim that U0S is contained in the sum
2di+l−m⊕
s=0
Ui(s). (8.1)
For s ∈ Z note that Wi(l + s,m + s) is contained in (8.1) by Definition 8.2. By this and since
each Ui(s) is U0-invariant by Lemma 6.3, we find that U0S is contained in (8.1). But (8.1) is not
equal to V by Lemma 6.1. Thus U0S = V , and we have a contradiction. The result follows. 
Theorem 8.6. Choose i with 1  i  n. With the notation of Definition 4.1, {Wi(s)}2dis=0 is a
decomposition of V . Further, di ∈ Z.
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Now applying Definition 8.2 we find
Wi(0,1) = Ui(0) ∩
(
Vi(2di − 1) + · · · + Vi(2) + Vi(0)
)
= Ui(0) ∩
(
Ui(2di − 1) + · · · + Ui(2) + Ui(0)
) (by Lemma 7.4)
= Ui(0).
Observe Wi(0,1) = 0 by Lemma 8.5 and Ui(0) = 0 by Lemma 6.1(ii) for a contradiction. Thus
di ∈ Z.
We now show {Wi(s)}2dis=0 is a decomposition of V . To this end, consider the sum S :=∑2di
s=0 Wi(s). We first show S = V . Note Wi(s) = Wi(s, s) by Definition 8.2. Thus S is invariant
under U>0 by Corollary 8.4. We have
Wi(0) = Ui(0) ∩
(
Vi(2di) + · · · + Vi(2) + Vi(0)
)
= Ui(0) ∩
(
Ui(2di) + · · · + Ui(2) + Ui(0)
) (by Lemma 7.4)
= Ui(0)
so Ui(0) = Wi(0) ⊆ S. Thus S = V by Lemma 6.5.
Finally, we show that the sum
∑2di
s=0 Wi(s) is direct. Since this sum is equal to V , V is the
sum of
di∑
s=0
Wi(2s) (8.2)
and
di−1∑
s=0
Wi(2s + 1). (8.3)
By Definition 8.1, (8.2) is contained in⊕dis=0 Ui(2s) and (8.3) is contained in⊕di−1s=0 Ui(2s +1).
Since {Ui(s)}2dis=0 is a decomposition of V , the intersection of (8.2) and (8.3) is zero. Thus V is
the direct sum of (8.2) and (8.3). We now show that the sum (8.2) is direct. It suffices to show
that (
Wi(0) + Wi(2) + · · · + Wi(2m)
)∩ Wi(2m + 2) = 0
for 0m < di . By Definition 8.1 we have(
Wi(0) + Wi(2) + · · · + Wi(2m)
)∩ Wi(2m + 2)
⊆
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(2m − 2t)
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − 2m − 2 − 2t)
)
= Wi(2m,2m + 2) = 0 (by Lemma 8.5),
so the sum (8.2) is direct. Similarly we see the sum (8.3) is direct. The result follows. 
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(i) (k−1i − εiqdi−si I )Wi(s) ⊆ Wi(s − 2),
(ii) (yi − εiqdi−si I )Wi(s) ⊆ Wi(s + 2),
(iii) ejWi(s) ⊆ Wi(s + Aij ), if i = j .
Proof. Note that Wi(s) = Wi(s, s), and apply Lemma 8.3. 
Lemma 8.8. For 1  i  n let the decompositions {Ui(s)}2dis=0 and {Vi(s)}2dis=0 be as in Lem-
mas 6.1 and 7.1, respectively. Let the decomposition {Wi(s)}2dis=0 be as in Definition 8.1. Then thefollowing hold for 0 s  2di :
(i) ⊕∞t=0 Wi(s − 2t) =⊕∞t=0 Ui(s − 2t),
(ii) ⊕∞t=0 Wi(s + 2t) =⊕∞t=0 Vi(2di − s − 2t).
Proof. (i) Let X :=⊕∞t=0 Wi(s − 2t) and X′ :=⊕∞t=0 Ui(s − 2t). Note that X ⊆ X′ by Defini-
tion 8.1. To see the reverse inclusion, choose an integer N with N > s/2. Define
S :=
di−s−1∏
r=−di
(
k−1i − εiqri I
) N∏
t=0
(
k−1i − εiqdi−s+2t+1i I
)
.
By Lemma 6.1(i) we have SV = X′. By Lemma 8.7(i) we have SV ⊆ X. Thus X′ ⊆ X, and
X = X′ as desired.
(ii) Let Y :=⊕∞t=0 Wi(s + 2t), and Y ′ :=⊕∞t=0 Vi(2di − s − 2t). Note that Y ⊆ Y ′ by Defi-
nition 8.1. To see the reverse inclusion, choose an integer N with N > di − s/2. Define
T :=
di∏
r=di−s+1
(
yi − εiqri I
) N∏
t=0
(
yi − εiqdi−s−2t−1i I
)
.
By (7.1) we have T V = Y ′. By Lemma 8.7(ii) we have T V ⊆ Y . Thus Y ′ ⊆ Y , and Y = Y ′ as
desired. 
9. The Uq(g)-module structure
Fix a finite-dimensional irreducible U0-module V of type ε ∈ {−1,1} and shape d ∈ Zn. In
this section, we will construct a Uq(g)-module structure on V of type ε.
Definition 9.1. Recall the decomposition {Wi(s)}2dis=0 from Definition 8.1. With reference to
Proposition 4.1, we let the generators K±1i , Yi , and Zi of Uq(g) act on V as follows for 1 i  n.
Let K±1i act as k
±1
i . Let Yi act as yi . Let Zi act as the linear operator V → V such that Wi(s) is
the eigenspace of Zi with eigenvalue εiqs−di for 0 s  2di .i
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ture on V .
Remark 9.2. Recall that Ei = (Yi − Ki)q−1i (qi − q−1i )−1 and ei = (yi − ki)q−1i (qi − q−1i )−1.
In view of Definition 9.1, Ei acts on V as ei .
Lemma 9.3. With reference to Definition 9.1 and Remark 9.2, the following relations hold on V
for 1 i  n:
(i) ZiKi − q2i KiZi = (1 − q2i )K2i ,
(ii) ZiYi − q2i YiZi = (1 − q2i )I ,
(iii) ZiEh = qAihi EhZi , if i = h.
Proof. Since {Wi(s)}2dis=0 is a decomposition of V , it suffices to show that (i)–(iii) hold on Wi(s)
for 0 s  2di .
(i) By Lemma 8.7(i) we have the following for 0 s  2di :
0 = (Zi − εiqs−di−2i I)(K−1i − εiqdi−si I)Wi(s)
= (ZiK−1i − εiqs−di−2i K−1i − εiqdi−si Zi + q−2i I)Wi(s)
= (ZiK−1i − q−2i K−1i Zi + (q−2i − 1)I)Wi(s).
The result follows after rearrangement of terms.
(ii) By Lemma 8.7(ii) we have the following for 0 s  2di :
0 = (Zi − εiqs−di+2i I)(Yi − εiqdi−si I)Wi(s)
= (ZiYi − εiqs−di+2i Yi − εiqdi−si Zi + q2i I)Wi(s)
= (ZiYi − q2i YiZi + (q2i − 1)I)Wi(s).
The result follows.
(iii) By Lemma 8.7(iii) we have the following for 0 s  2di :
0 = (Zi − εiqs−di+Aihi I)EhWi(s)
= (ZiEh − qAihi EhZi)Wi(s).
The result follows. 
Lemma 9.4. Choose i and j with 1 i, j  n. With the notation of Definition 9.1, the following
relation holds on V :
ZiKj − qAiji KjZi = KiKj
(
1 − qAiji
)
. (9.1)
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to show Zi − qAiji KjZiK−1j = (1 − q
Aij
i )Ki on V . To this end, we define S := {v ∈ V |
(Zi − qAiji KjZiK−1j )v = (1 − q
Aij
i )Kiv} and show S = V . We do this using Lemma 6.5 with
s = 0. Recall Ui(0) = 0 by Lemma 6.1(ii). We claim that Ui(0) ⊆ S. By Lemma 8.8, Ui(0) is
equal to Wi(0), the eigenspace of Zi with eigenvalue εiq−dii . By Lemma 6.3(i), Ui(0) is equal
to KjUi(0) = KjWi(0), the eigenspace of KjZiK−1j with eigenvalue εiq−dii . By Lemma 4.1,
Ui(0) is also the eigenspace of Ki with eigenvalue εiq−dii . Take v ∈ Ui(0). Then we have
(Zi − qAiji KjZiK−1j )v = (1 − q
Aij
i )Kiv, so Ui(0) ⊆ S as claimed. We now show that S is in-
variant under U>0. To this end, we first show(
Zi − qAiji KjZiK−1j
)
Eh = qAihi Eh
(
Zi − qAiji KjZiK−1j
) (9.2)
for 1 h n. To verify (9.2) for h = i, take the term Eh that appears on the left-hand side and
routinely pull it to the left using (r3) and Lemma 9.3(iii). For h = i, it suffices to show (9.2)
with Eh replaced by Yi − Ki in view of Remark 9.2. To verify the modified (9.2), take the
factor Yi − Ki that appears on the left-hand side and pull it to the left using (e2), (e3), and
Lemma 9.3(i), (ii). It follows from (9.2), Remark 9.2, and (r3) that S is invariant under U>0. We
have now shown that S contains Ui(0) = 0 and is invariant under U>0, so by Lemma 6.5 we
have S = V . The result follows. 
Lemma 9.5. Choose i and j with 1 i, j  n and i = j . With the notation of Definition 9.1, the
following relation holds on V :
ZiYj − qAiji YjZi = KiKj
(
1 − qAiji
)
. (9.3)
Proof. By Lemma 9.3(iii) and Remark 9.2 we have
Zi(Yj − Kj) − qAiji (Yj − Kj)Zi = 0.
The result follows using (9.1). 
Lemma 9.6. Choose i and j with 1 i, j  n and i = j . Let the decomposition {Wi(s)}2dis=0 be
as in Definition 8.1. With reference to Definition 9.1, we have the following for 0 s  2di :
(Zj − Kj)Wi(s) ⊆
−Aij⊕
t=0
Wi(s + Aij + 2t). (9.4)
Proof. First note that qAiji = q
Aji
j by Definition 2.1. Using this fact, exchanging i and j in (9.1),
and applying Lemma 6.1(i) we obtain
0 = (εiqs−dii Zj − qAiji KiZj − εiqs−dii Kj + qAiji KiKj )Ui(s)
= (Ki − εiqs−di−Aij I)(Zj − Kj)Ui(s).i
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0 = (ZjYi − qAiji YiZj − KjYi + qAiji YiKj )Vi(s) (by (9.3) and (e3))
= (Yi − εiqs−di−Aiji I)(Zj − Kj)Vi(s) (by (7.1) and Definition 9.1).
Thus (Zj − Kj)Vi(s) ⊆ Vi(s − Aij ). It follows that
(Zj − Kj)Wi(s) = (Zj − Kj)
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s − 2t)
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − s − 2t)
)
⊆
( ∞⊕
t=0
Ui(s − 2t − Aij )
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Vi(2di − s − 2t − Aij )
)
=
( ∞⊕
t=0
Wi(s − 2t − Aij )
)
∩
( ∞⊕
t=0
Wi(s + 2t + Aij )
)
(
by Lemma 8.8(i), (ii))
=
−Aij⊕
t=0
Wi(s + Aij + 2t)
as desired. 
Lemma 9.7. Choose i and j with 1 i, j  2di and i = j . With the notation of Definition 9.1,
the following relation holds on V :
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
Z
1−Aij−r
i ZjZ
r
i = K1−Aiji Kj
−Aij∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
. (9.5)
Proof. To prove (9.5), it suffices to show
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
Z
1−Aij−r
i (Zj − Kj)Zri = 0 (9.6)
and
1−Aij∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
Z
1−Aij−r
i KjZ
r
i = K1−Aiji Kj
−Aij∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
. (9.7)
We first show (9.6). Since {Wi(s)}2dis=0 is a decomposition of V , it suffices to show that (9.6) holds
on Wi(s) for 0  s  2di . Let s be given. By Definition 9.1, the left-hand side of (9.6) equals∏−Aij
(Zi −εiqs+Aij+2t−di I )(Zj −Kj) on Wi(s), and this product is zero in view of Lemma 9.6.t=0 i
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we find that for integers m r  1,[
m
r
]
i
+ q−m−1i
[
m
r − 1
]
i
= q−ri
[
m + 1
r
]
i
(1 i  n). (9.8)
The following identity is a special case of the q-binomial theorem [7, p. 236]. For an indetermi-
nate λ and for an integer m 0,
m∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
m
r
]
i
λm−r =
m−1∏
r=0
(
λqm−1−2ri − 1
)
(1 i  n). (9.9)
Using (9.1), (9.8), and induction we obtain
Zmi Kj =
m∑
r=0
q
(m−r)(Aij+r)
i
[
m
r
]
i
Kri KjZ
m−r
i
r−1∏
s=0
(
1 − qAij+2si
)
. (9.10)
Evaluating the left-hand side of (9.7) using (9.10) we obtain
1−Aij∑
r=0
1−Aij−r∑
s=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij
r
]
i
[
1 − Aij − r
s
]
i
q
(1−Aij−r−s)(Aij+s)
i
× Ksi KjZ1−Aij−si
s−1∏
t=0
(
1 − qAij+2ti
)
. (9.11)
For 0 s  1 − Aij the coefficient of Ksi KjZ
1−Aij−s
i in (9.11) is equal to[
1 − Aij
s
]
i
1−Aij−s∑
r=0
(−1)r
[
1 − Aij − s
r
]
i
q
(1−Aij−s−r)(Aij+s)
i
s−1∏
t=0
(
1 − qAij+2ti
)
. (9.12)
In view of (9.9), the expression (9.12) is equal to δs,1−Aij
∏s−1
t=0(1 − qAij+2ti ). Equation (9.7)
follows. We have shown (9.6) and (9.7). Adding these equations we get (9.5) as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3(i). Let V be an irreducible Uq(g)0-module of type ε ∈ {−1,1}n. Define
a U0-module structure on V such that yi acts as Yi and k±1i acts as K
±1
i for 1 i  n. Then V
is irreducible as a U0-module. Recall that in Definition 9.1, we defined actions of the equitable
generators K±1i , Yi , and Zi (1 i  n) on V . We now show that these actions satisfy the relations
of Uq(g). The actions satisfy (E1)–(E3) by (e1)–(e3), (E4) by (9.1), (E5) by Lemma 9.3(ii),
(E6) by (9.3), (E7) by (e4), and (E8) by (9.5). Thus these actions give a Uq(g)-module structure
on V . The Uq(g)-module V is irreducible since V is an irreducible U0-module. By construction
the Uq(g)-action on V restricts to the Uq(g)0-action. It is straightforward to check that V has
type ε.
Concerning the “uniqueness” assertion, suppose we are given two Uq(g)-module structures
on V that restrict to the given Uq(g)0-module structure. We show that the two are identical.
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transformation F ′i in the first structure and by a linear transformation F ′′i in the second. Consider
the set X := {v ∈ V | (F ′i − F ′′i )v = 0}. We argue that X = V . As above, define a U0-module
structure on V such that k±1i acts as K
±1
i and ei acts as Ei for 1 i  n. Since V is an irreducible
U0-module, it suffices to prove that X = 0 and X is invariant under U0. We first show that X
is invariant under U0. Note that F ′i and F ′′i both satisfy commutation relations (R4) and (R5)
with Kj and Ej , respectively. Thus F ′i −F ′′i commutes with Kj , Ej (1 j  n). By hypothesis,
Kj = kj and Ej = ej on V . Thus F ′i − F ′′i commutes with kj , ej (1  j  n). It follows that
X is invariant under U0. We now show X = 0. Take 0 = v ∈ Ui(0). By (R4) and Lemma 6.1,
we have F ′i v = F ′′i v = 0. Thus v ∈ X, and we have shown X = 0. Since V is an irreducible
U0-module, we have X = V as desired. It follows that the two Uq(g)-module structures on V
are identical, and we have proved the uniqueness assertion. 
10. The proof of Theorem 2.3(ii)
This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 2.3(ii). For this proof, we will need the hypoth-
esis that g is affine. We begin with a few comments about the quantum algebra Uq(sl2) and its
modules.
Definition 10.1. (See [10, p. 122].) The quantum algebra Uq(sl2) is the unital associative F-
algebra with generators e, f , and k which satisfy the following relations:
kk−1 = k−1k = 1,
kek−1 = q2e,
kf k−1 = q−2f,
[e, f ] = k − k
−1
q − q−1 .
Lemma 10.2. (See [10, p. 128].) Let V denote a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(sl2)-module.
Then there exist ε ∈ {1,−1} and a basis v0, v1, . . . , vd for V such that kvi = εq2i−dvi for 0 
i  d , evi = [i + 1]vi+1 for 0 i  d − 1, evd = 0, f vi = ε[d − i + 1]vi−1 for 1 i  d , and
f v0 = 0.
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 10.3. Let V denote a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module. Then for 1 i  n,
there exists a unique Uqi (sl2)-module structure on V such that e − Ei , f − Fi , and k±1 − K±1i
vanish on V .
Definition 10.4. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g. Let h∗ be the dual of h. Fix simple roots
α1, . . . , αn ∈ h∗ and simple coroots α∨1 , . . . , α∨n ∈ h. Then for 1  i, j  n we have 〈αj ,α∨i 〉 =
Aij [11, p. 1]. Let V denote a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module of type ε = {εi}ni=1.
For λ ∈ h∗ we define the weight space Vλ by
Vλ =
{
v ∈ V ∣∣Kiv = εiq〈λ,α∨i 〉v for 1 i  n}.i
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operators ri : h∗ → h∗ by
ri(λ) = λ −
〈
λ,α∨i
〉
αi (1 j  n).
Let W be the group generated by ri (1  i  n). Then W is the Weyl group associated with g
[11, p. 35].
Lemma 10.5. (See [9, Proposition 5.1].) Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module
with set of weights Λ. Then V =∑λ∈Λ Vλ (direct sum). Moreover, Ei and Fi are nilpotent on V
(1 i  n).
Lemma 10.6. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module with set of weights Λ.
Choose i with 1 i  n, and suppose λ ∈ Λ with 〈λ,α∨i 〉 0. Then the following hold:
(i) The restriction of E−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i to Vλ is an isomorphism of vector spaces from Vλ to Vri(λ).
(ii) For all v ∈ Vλ, E1−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i v = 0 if and only if Fiv = 0.
(iii) The restriction of F−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i to Vri(λ) is an isomorphism of vector spaces from Vri(λ) to Vλ.
(iv) For all v ∈ Vri(λ), F 1−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i v = 0 if and only if Eiv = 0.
Proof. (i) Using Lemma 10.3, view V as a Uq(sl2)-module such that k acts as Ki , f acts as Fi ,
and e acts as Ei . As a Uq(sl2)-module, V is the direct sum of irreducible Uq(sl2)-modules. Let S
be an irreducible Uq(sl2)-module summand with S ∩Vλ = 0. Then by Lemma 10.2, E−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉
i =
e−〈λ,α∨i 〉 is an isomorphism from S ∩ Vλ to S ∩ Vri(λ). The result follows.
(ii) Without loss of generality, v ∈ S for some irreducible Uq(sl2)-submodule S of V . Then
E
1−〈λ,α∨i 〉
i v = e1−〈λ,α
∨
i 〉v = 0 if and only if Fiv = f v = 0 by Lemma 10.2. The result follows.
(iii), (iv) These results follow in a manner analogous to (i), (ii). 
Corollary 10.7. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module with set of weights Λ.
Let W be the Weyl group from Definition 10.4. Then for w ∈ W , Vλ = 0 if and only if Vw(λ) = 0.
Proof. Since W is generated by the linear operators ri , we may assume w = ri for some 1 
i  n. The result now follows from Lemma 10.6(i), (iii). 
Lemma 10.8. Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module with set of weights Λ.
Choose λ ∈ Λ with λ = 0. Then there exist integers i and j with 1  i, j  n such that
〈λ,α∨i 〉 < 0 and 〈λ,α∨j 〉 > 0.
Proof. Recall the integers ui from Definition 2.1. Define K ∈ h by K :=∑ni=1 uiα∨i (cf. [11,
p. 80]). Since λ = 0 and ui > 0 for 1  i  n, it suffices to show 〈λ,K〉 = 0. To this end, we
define C ∈ Uq(g) by C :=∏ni=1 Kuii . Note that for any v ∈ Vλ, we have Cv = ±q〈λ,K〉i v. We
claim that C acts on V as ±1. It will follow that 〈λ,K〉 = 0 as desired. We observe that C is the
central element of V described in [3, Theorem 12.2.1]. By [3, Proposition 12.2.3], C acts on V
as ±1, so the claim holds. The result follows. 
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S be a subspace of V such that KiS ⊆ S and EiS ⊆ S for 1 i  n. Then we have the following:
(i) S =∑λ∈Λ(S ∩ Vλ).
(ii) For 1 j  n, S ∩ Vλ = 0 if and only if S ∩ Vrj (λ) = 0.
Proof. Since S is invariant under Ki (1 i  n), we have (i). To see (ii), note that if 〈λ,α∨j 〉 0
then E
−〈λ,α∨j 〉
j is an isomorphism from S ∩Vλ to S ∩Vrj (λ) by Lemma 10.6(i) and the hypothesis
EjS ⊆ S, so the result holds in this case. If 〈λ,α∨j 〉 > 0 we argue as follows.
Let Wλ be the orbit of λ under W . V is finite-dimensional, so Wλ is a finite set by
Lemma 10.7. Construct a directed graph with vertex set Wλ and edge set consisting of all edges
(μ1,μ2) ∈ Wλ × Wλ with the following property:
there exists h (1 h n) such that
〈
μ1, α
∨
h
〉
< 0 and rh(μ1) = μ2. (10.1)
If (μ1,μ2) is an edge of the graph, (10.1) guarantees S ∩ Vμ1 ∼= S ∩ Vμ2 in view of Lemma
10.6(i) and the hypothesis EhS ⊆ S (1  h  n). Moreover if μ1,μ2 ∈ Wλ and there exists a
path from μ1 to μ2 in the graph, we have S ∩ Vμ1 ∼= S ∩ Vμ2 . To complete the proof, we show
that there is a path from λ to rj (λ).
Note that 0 /∈ Wλ, since otherwise Wλ contains only the element 0 in contradiction
of 〈λ,α∨j 〉 > 0. Thus for each μ ∈ Wλ, there are integers h and h′ with 1 h,h′  n such that
〈μ,α∨h 〉 < 0 and 〈μ,α∨h′ 〉 > 0 by Lemma 10.8. Therefore, by the construction of the graph, each
vertex has at least one incoming and at least one outgoing edge, and no vertex is self-adjacent. At
each vertex, color exactly one incoming and exactly one outgoing edge. We have 〈rj (λ),α∨j 〉 < 0
and r2j (λ) = λ, so we may assume the edge (rj (λ), λ) is colored. A simple argument shows that
λ is contained in a cycle of colored edges. Thus there is a path from λ to rj (λ). The result
follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3(ii). Let g be an affine Kac–Moody algebra, and let V be a finite-
dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module of type ε. Define a U0-module structure on V such
that k±1i acts as Ki and ei acts as Ei . We show that this U0-module structure is irreducible. To
this end, we let S denote an irreducible U0-submodule of V and argue that S = V . Since V is
an irreducible Uq(g)-module, it suffices to show that S is nonzero and invariant under Uq(g). By
construction, S is nonzero and invariant under Ei,K±1i (1 i  n). We claim that S is invariant
under Fi (1 i  n). Let i be given, and define S˜ := {v ∈ S | Fiv ∈ S}. To prove the claim, it suf-
fices to show S = S˜. Since S is an irreducible U0-module, it is enough to show that S˜ is nonzero
and invariant under U0. Fix j with 1 j  n. Take v ∈ S˜. It follows from (R5) and the fact that
Ej − ej and K±1j − k±1j are 0 on V that ej S˜ ⊆ S˜. By (R4) we have KjFi = q
−Aji
j FiKj . By this
and since Kj − kj is 0 on V , we find that kjFi − q−Ajij Fikj vanishes on V . Consequently, we
have kj S˜ ⊆ S˜, and then k−1j S˜ ⊆ S˜ holds as well. Thus S˜ is invariant under U0. We now verify
that S˜ = 0. First observe that by Lemma 10.9(i), we have S =∑λ∈Λ(S ∩ Vλ). By Lemma 10.5,
Ei is nilpotent on V , so we can choose λ ∈ Λ such that S∩Vλ = 0 and Ei(S∩Vλ) = 0. In view of
Lemma 10.6(i) and our choice of λ, we have 〈ri(λ),α∨i 〉 0. By Lemma 10.9(ii), we can choose
0 = v ∈ S ∩ Vri(λ). It follows that E1−〈ri (λ),α
∨
i 〉v ∈ Ei(S ∩ Vλ) = 0. Thus by Lemma 10.6(ii),i
J. Bowman / Journal of Algebra 316 (2007) 231–253 253Fiv = 0. We have v ∈ S˜, so S˜ = 0. We have shown that S˜ is nonzero and invariant under U0.
Since S is an irreducible U0-module, we have S˜ = S, and S is invariant under Fi (1 i  n)
as claimed. S is nonzero and invariant under Uq(g), so S = V since V is an irreducible Uq(g)-
module. Thus V is an irreducible U0-module as desired.
Now note that any nonzero Uq(g)0-submodule of V is invariant under the U0-action. But
then this submodule must be equal to V , since V is irreducible as a U0-module. It follows that
V is an irreducible Uq(g)0-module as desired. V has type ε as a Uq(g)0-module since it has
type ε as a Uq(g)-module. 
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